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H. R. No. 81

Representatives Arndt, Reineke

A RESOLUTION
Honoring Taylor Farmer on winning a 2019 World Shooting
Para Sport World Cup Bronze Medal.
WHEREAS, The members of the House of Representatives of the
133rd General Assembly of Ohio are pleased to congratulate Taylor
Farmer on receiving a Bronze Medal in the women’s 10-meter air
rifle standing SH1 event at the 2019 World Shooting Para Sport
World Cup; and
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WHEREAS, Taylor Farmer’s accomplishment is truly noteworthy,
for she has clearly demonstrated her talent, perseverance, and
mental fortitude as a competitor. At this year’s World Shooting
Para Sport World Cup, she shot a 10.2 and finished with a final
score of 225.9 to secure the Bronze Medal in the women’s 10-meter
air rifle standing SH1 event, and she has exemplified all of the
characteristics which are essential for success both in and out of
competition, including courage, integrity, and an innate sense of
the principles of good sportsmanship; and
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WHEREAS, This prestigious honor is certainly a fitting
tribute to Taylor Farmer, for she has worked diligently to
overcome personal obstacles and reach the height of her potential.
Indeed, she has conscientiously applied herself to her pursuit of
excellence, training and practicing in order to ensure peak
conditioning, and she has amply demonstrated her ability to meet
challenges with enthusiasm and confidence; and
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WHEREAS, By developing such remarkable prowess and
marksmanship, Taylor Farmer has earned the appreciation of her
fellow competitors, the devotion of countless fans, and the
respect of even her most determined rivals. Her outstanding record
of achievement stands as a hallmark worthy of emulation, and she
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has inspired countless individuals to excel in numerous areas of
endeavor; therefore be it
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RESOLVED, That we, the members of the House of
Representatives of the 133rd General Assembly of Ohio, in adopting
this Resolution, applaud Taylor Farmer on her recent distinction
and salute her as a fine Ohioan; and be it further
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RESOLVED, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit a duly authenticated copy of this Resolution to Taylor
Farmer.
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